Reception
Topic List

Class Teacher: Miss Grant
Key Worker / Teaching Assistant:
Mrs Bibi & Mrs Chaudhry

Theme: Fruits & Minibeasts

Summer 1 2022

COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE
Reception will be encouraged to
Learn and use new vocabulary such as :names of fruits and minibeasts e.g. pomegranate, and centipede, and also terms related to the Eid celebration such as ‘iftar’
‘salah’ and ‘suhoor’ appropriately and use
them in sentences.

PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
We will continue to consider the feelings
of others and think about the perspective
of others. We will also explore how we can
persevere when we face challenges.

They will also discuss the Jubilee celebrations.

QURAN

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Memorisation: Surah al-Fil
Revision: Surah Quraish to an-Naas (please
ensure you child revises all surah)
Reading: Review letters with fathah, read
two and three-letter words.

We will be
We will be practising our athletic skills such
as long jump and our bat and ball skills.

ISLAMIC STUDIES
Quran is Allah's Book, plants and environment, 5 Pillars of Islam.

LITERACY






We will be comparing the plot characters and setting in Islamic themed stories such as Ramadan moon, and Maryam picks fruit, with books like Handa’s
surprise.
We will be exploring all about seeds
through books such as ‘A seed is a suitcase’ and recalling the information, and
contrast fiction and non fiction books
like ‘Amr’s Ants’ and ‘Usborne beginners guide to Ants’
Pupils will write their own sentences
about minibeasts and Eid.

MATHEMATICS






PHONICS




UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD








We will be investigating sunnah fruits
and where they originate from.
They will reflect upon how their family
celebrates Eid and Ramadan and recognise that members of their community
may celebrate in slightly different ways.
They will think about Jubilee and jobs
the oldest members of their family
held.
They will look for signs Spring outside
by hunting for minibeasts and tadpoles
and flowers.

In Maths we will be focusing on exploring
numbers beyond 10 and what comes first
then and now in a sequence or sum.
We will also be continuing to build their
addition knowledge to answer questions.
They will also look in more detail at how
they can match, rotate and manipulate
shapes and begin using spacial reasoning
to spot for example that there are two
triangles in a star.

Reception will finish learning phase 3
such as [ure ] and begin learning to read
and spell longer words.
Continue to learn the Reception high frequency words such as said, have, like, so,
do, some, come. [Or the next 100 words
if A pupils has already completed their
HFWs]

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN


The pupils will dress up in prayer hats
and hijabs and explore our special Ramadan reflection area, and roleplay having
iftars or suhoor breakfasts.



Pupils can make, draw and colour images
related to Eid including art inspired by
Arcimboldo and moon decorations and
good deed seed pomegranates.



Pupils will be given the opportunity to
make Jubilee and Spring inspired art such
as a patterned crown and a pipecleaner
minibeast.

